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The capital city of Scotland is Edinburgh. New Town is situated in the heart of Edinburgh which is a
showcase of outstanding residents, Georgian architecture and elegant parks. There are many lively,
entertaining, and beautiful places in this area.  Huge number shops, restaurants, bars, banks and
business headquarters are situated in the streets of the New Town. It would be a very good
experience to just go around on the streets of New Town Edinburgh.

Long and short term lettings:

In the New Town of Edinburgh, there are a number of flats and apartments which offer simple and
private accommodation. Different types of accommodation like flats, studio apartments, one
bedroom apartments which are available for days, weeks and months.

George Street, Princes Street and Waverly Train Station are all just a few minutesâ€™ walk away from
the accommodations in New Town. All the places of touristsâ€™ attraction are on walking distance from
the accommodations in the New town. All the restaurants, pubs, supermarkets, coffee shops are
nearby. Briefly local supermarkets, local launderette, local coffee shops and newspaper agents are
just on few minutes away from the accommodations. The Royal Botanic Gardens are also closer to
the spots. Getting an accommodation in this area would be source of enjoy and tranquility in one of
the most green gardens in the world.

You can get fully furnished apartments and flats in this area of the city. The facility of TV, DVD, and
Wireless internet access is also available. In short everyday essentials are easily accessible.

The bedrooms in these apartments carry all comforters, linens and towels. If you are looking for an
extra bed then you have to choose a service apartment as they can arrange on your request.
However, additional charges will be made for extra guests and services. Facility of a private
bathroom with a shower and a bath is also provided in these apartments. Iron and ironing board is
also provided.

Besides these, there are certain other facilities which can be provided on request in a serviced
flat/apartment, like a hairdryer or an alarm clock .Central heating system is also available in these
apartments. A fully fitted kitchen is also available in these apartments. These apartments are consist
of a washing machine, fridge, sink and washing up provisions, necessary utensils and crockery etc.

Prices: The prices charged for these apartments and flats are inclusive of the council tax, rent and
fixed charge for all the utilities. The amount of council tax fluctuates according to the district. Prices
are given on a weekly and monthly basis. There are different ways of making payments like credit
cards, debit cards, electronic transfers and also all the traditional forms of payment.
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Laura Campbell is a marketing officer for Greenlet, property lettings website in Edinburgh. If you
want more information on a edinburgh accommodation, please visit a flats for rent edinburgh.
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